X-ray diffraction studies of 14-filament models of deoxygenated sickle cell hemoglobin fibers. Models based on electron micrograph reconstructions.
The transforms of a large number of models of deoxygenated sickle hemoglobin fibers, related to that derived from image reconstruction of electron micrographs, have been calculated and compared with X-ray diffraction data of 15 A resolution. The model of the fiber, determined from the reconstructed image, is a helix consisting of 14 filaments that associate in a specific mode to form seven pairs, or protofilaments. Pairs were identified through the pattern of filament loss in partially disassembled fibers and by the separation between molecules, in adjacent filaments, of half a molecular diameter, along the fiber axis. An alternative mode of filament association can be derived also from the surface lattice of the reconstruction, which meets these criteria for the pairing of molecular filaments. Both pairing modes have been used in the search for structures whose transforms show the best agreement with the diffraction data. Models were generated by the systematic translation of six protofilaments, taken in symmetry related pairs, in steps of 3.5 A along the fiber axis relative to a fixed central protofilament. Each translation of a protofilament corresponds to a different fiber model, whose transform was compared with observed data. In all, over 11,000 transforms were calculated. Of all the models considered, three have been found whose residuals are minimal. At 30 A resolution, similar to that of electron micrographs, the model derived from image reconstruction and the three found through our search procedure are indistinguishable. At 15 A, however, the transforms of these models show better agreement with the observed data than the transform of the reconstructed image. Comparison of residuals shows that the model derived from the reconstructed image can be rejected with 99.5% probability relative to the model, with the same pairing scheme, found by our search procedures. The two other models, derived from the alternative pairing scheme, are also more credible than the reconstructed image, but at a lower confidence level. Each of our three models is equally acceptable. Their existence may reflect structural polymorphism of the fiber.